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features all-purpose program for djs, ktv, and mobile djs making this software is a plug and play professional video mixing software that allows you to mix or solo to any screen in your own style. resolume arena full version works on any screen. the only limit is the power and
imagination of your computer. if the computer does not recognize it as a screen, the software will automatically used for output. virtual dj mixer resolume, all ktv features fully integrated with stunning visual ui. 4 ktv play modes: picture-in-picture for immersive screen-

sharing, freeze frame for image freeze and slow motion, screen saver for animated screensaver, and videomix for video montages. features full ktv features: 4 ktv play modes: picture-in-picture for immersive screen-sharing, freeze frame for image freeze and slow motion,
screen saver for animated screensaver, and videomix for video montages. loop and record dj routines, and the fully integrated level mixer and master with three visual axes. input and sequencing for pre-built mixes, and create your own with visual sequencer. visuals the

most comprehensive range of visual effects available. a live guide window shows a visual representation of the projection that can be used for global control and visual effects. it provides mixer presets for hd projectors, led, video screens, dlp, and tv, and digital or hardware
projectors. 4 chromatic axis - master, right, and left for directional control and video. your also own color presets. output it provides output for every type of screen. mix with six magnetic input sources: 4 mains, auxiliary, and song. visualizes the track input levels and unique

window models. all virtual dj professional audio mixing device. 4 rotational, dsp, and looping effects: loops, beat, noise, chorus, and delay. record record your music, video and audio clips as independent audio files with customizable duration, and trim to exact seconds.
multiple camera inputs with live detection and freeze, slow motion, and reverse playback. geometry correction set a geometry frame for any screen.
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technically, resolume avenue is an application that enables you to create video effects and play various video layers. this means that you can use it
to play other types of content, like audio and image files. moreover, you can also create and publish videos with the help of its powerful video editing

tool. in fact, it is an audio visualizer program that allows you to apply a set of effects on your videos. it allows you to modify the video easily and
does this work at real-time (at the clip). you will change the red, green and blue levels, distort, mirror and glitch the movies. every modification you

bring back the clip is usually viewed directly from the interface. some video effects are also available, including an equalizer, bit crusher, and
flanger. resolume avenue is a virtual video mixing software which has several powerful video editing tools. it is a video splitter and compositor

program. you can blend two or more different video layers, and create a new video with the help of this application. it has a real-time visualizer, this
means that you can apply effects to your clips at the clip. it allows you to simply play your videos as you desire and at any amount of screens, videos

and effects. the application enables you to generate all the effects in your movies. this means that you can edit them in a variety of ways, such as
modifying the colors, effects, and video layers. another feature is that you can combine audio and video files with the help of this application. its

interface has a number of tools that enable you to modify your video, such as a full-screen capture function, a stencil buffer, and a mirroring option.
you can easily view your new video file right from the interface. the program has a dual screen-mode, which means that you can define separate

areas for video editing, zooming and any other process. the videos and audio files can be easily assigned to different screens. 5ec8ef588b
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